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Landing Gear Uses Reinforced Plastic Springs

Plies of fiber glass reinforced Scotchply epoxy tape are press molded into a single laminate by 3M, which makes the springs in rough form. Final machining on. 
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Landing Gear Uses Reinforced Plastic Springs O



NE OF the factory-built aircraft on display in the commercial area at the Rockford Convention last summer was an Aero Commander "Lark Commander." A novel design feature of this aircraft is that the landing



gear makes use of reinforced plastic "springs." As displayed in ready-to-fly condition there, it was hard to see clearly the layout and details of this unusual arrangement. The plane's manufacturer has provided this magazine with" photographs and information which we are pleased to publish herewith. According to engineers for the plane's manufacturer, Aero Commander Division of North American Rockwell Corporation, the fiber glass reinforced plastic springs are more efficient shock absorbers than steel springs. They are used in two Aero Commander models, the Lark Commander (gross weight 2,450 lbs.) and the Darter Commander (gross weight 2,250 lbs.).



Each leg of the main landing gear has its own spring. Weight is less than for steel springs and operational advantages are said to include better cushioned landings, corrosion resistance and lower maintenance. In landing gear tests, the reinforced plastic springs demonstrated greater damping capability than similar steel springs. This decreases the bounce experienced in landings when compared to steel springs, which flex and snap back into place. So the reinforced plastic springs allow better aircraft control during landings, an important feature in the Darter which is often used by student pilots.



Separate types of reinforced plastic springs are produced for the Lark and Darter by the well-known 3M



Completed landing gear leg assembly being installed on the steel tube cabin section framing of a Lark Commander. Reinforced plastic "spring" is clearly visible installed at top end of leg. This spring takes only bending forces during landings; steel tube leg takes braking and drag loads and keeps wheel pointing straight ahead. 28
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Company of St. Paul, Minn. Both types are fail-safe. The Lark spring is trapezoidal in shape, which provides greater energy absorption capability per pound than does a rectangular spring. A rectangular spring is used on the lighter Darter for economic reasons.



Plies of fiber glass reinforced Scotchply epoxy tape are press molded into a single laminate by 3M, which makes the springs in rough form. Final machining on



them is done at the Aero Commander factory in Albany, Ga. All glass fibers in the type of reinforced plastic tape used run in the same direction and are totally encapsulat-



ed in epoxy resin. Fibers do not abrade each other. Multiple ends of fiber glass roving are combed and wet out into a flat package in forming the tape. Before being placed in a flat bed press for cure



under heat and pressure, the tape is in a partly cured stage. Resins used in making 3M's Scotchply tape are produced by Union Carbide, Dow and Jones-Dabney. Reinforcements include Pittsburgh Plate Glass roving. A reinforced plastic spring produced by the conventional wet layup method would weigh 75 percent more if made to give the same strength. Both Lark and Darter springs have passed the rigorous tests established for U.S. Air Force training planes. During one series of tests, the spring for the heavier Lark withstood 40 repetitions of airframe dropping at



sink rates in excess of 500 fpm. Springs for both models have been tested to an ultimate tensile strength of 90,000 lbs./psi, bending ultimate tensile strength of 95,000 lbs./ (Continued on bottom of next page)



This reinforced plastic "spring" serves as one of the two main landing gear shock absorber units on the Aero Commander "Lark Commander." Large end fits into a socket at top of steel landing gear leg, small end is pinned to fuselage structure.



Never Lean Out A Two-Stroke By Herschel Smith, EAA 11787 306 Welch's Point Rd., Milford, Conn.



I



N THE April, 1968 article entitled "Education Through Error", there is an account of a crash caused by the overheating and seizing of a two-cycle power plant, attributed to inadequate baffling of the cooling air. The flow of air to rear cylinders is obviously important, and may indeed have been the cause of this crash, but another



matter which was mentioned may have been a contributing factor or even the main cause. The report stated . . . "Prior to going aloft, the pilot



leaned the carburetor to achieve better engine performance." This leaning out of the mixture may have been the cause of the overheating. I am giving away no secrets when I say that twostrokes are funny machines. One of their funny character-



istics is that there is usually a flat top to the mixture vs. power curve; that is, as you lean out the carburetor of a two-cycle, starting from an over-rich condition, you first gain power. Then, as the mixture becomes leaner than optimum with continued adjustment, it begins to lose power like any other engine. But, there will be a period when you can continue leaning out without change



of output on the two-stroke. In other words, there is a range of adjustment at the power peak.



Probably the natural thing is to operate at the lean end of this plateau, with the thought of saving gas and perhaps reducing fouling. It's not a good idea, because the engine will run considerably hotter at the lean end



So far, I have described two points on the carburetor



adjustment curve, but there is a third to consider. As a two-cycle is richened past optimum, suddenly its sound will change and it will start a peculiar mode of operation called "four-cycling", that is, firing every other stroke like a four-stroke engine. That is, obviously, your warning that you have gone too rich. As a matter of fact, there



are some two-cycles whose best all-around carburetor adjustment is just lean enough to avoid four-stroking. This, of course, suggests a procedure for carburetor



adjustment on two-strokes. Richen the mixture until it



starts to four-cycle, lean it until it stops gaining power, and stop right there. In practice if you have a spring keeper on the main needle valve, to be sure, open it by one click and see if there is a power loss.



Adjust the high speed jet first, if there are two,



then the idle jet, then make another check on the high speed jet to be sure that the change of the idle jet hasn't thrown off the high speed mixture, and you should be all



set. If the plugs get sooty running at the rich end this way, and you should have a look at them shortly after making the carburetor adjustment to be on the safe side anyway, don't lean out the mixture but change to a higher heat range plug. (?)



than at the rich end. The safe way to operate any twocycle engine is at the richest mixture that will give full



power. The reasons why a two-stroke tends to have this flat spot are not clear, but the reasons why it runs cooler at



the rich end are, I think, fairly obvious. The first is that



the engine gets more oil as well as more gas when running rich, and the leaned out engine may be starved for lubrication. The other is that the excess gas acts as an internal coolant on its way through the engine, somewhat as in the five-cycle supercharged Alfa-Romeo cars of the early 1950s.



I hope that nobody will think I am building up a



minor aspect of two-stroke operation into a major matter;



it really is major! I have seen a Puch Allstate motorcycle seize the rear piston on a trial ride after the carburetor needle was set one notch leaner than normal, and have deliberately demonstrated lean seizing on an old and loose outboard motor.



"Another thing, Ray, the glide angle is terrible."



LANDING GEAR . . .



(Continued from poge 28)



psi, and allowable interlaminar shear stress of 5,500 lbs./ psi. The landing gear design is based on a cantilever welded steel leg which supports the wheel at its lower end and is pivoted to the steel tube structure of the



fuselage at its upper end. The upper end of this leg is designed so that it incorporates a socket-like recess into



which one end of the laminated plastic spring fits. The



inboard end of the plastic spring in turn is pin anchored to the fuselage frame near the centerline. Design of the



spring allows the reinforced plastic component to move



outboard as it dampens energy during landings. This movement does not exceed V* in. As it moves, the spring



rotates in an arc on a 5 in. radius.



®



Springs formed from plies of fiber glass reinforced epoxy



tape have proved to be better energy dampeners than steel



springs on landing gear of the Lark Commander (shown here) and the Darter Commander. Aero Commander Division of North American Rockwell Corporation builds the single engine aircraft. SPORT AVIATION
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Landing gear shimmy 

the limit cycle (VIDEO). U oue. WWMWWMWWWWWW. WWWWWW. SA. Bi p ni .... avoid the problem, the system is subjected to an impulsive force (500 N) 2 ...
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Landing gear design.pdf 

HISTORICAL SURVEY of early aircraft designs ... Landing gear design is a prime example. ... must be some positive clearance between the propeller.
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Landing gear shimmy 

Mar 23, 2006 - measurement on aircraft MLG ... interaction between the dynamic behaviour of the ... aircraft and converted into a lateral/yaw vibration.
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Landing Gear Stresses 

3.73 X 750 = 2,800 pounds. This is divided between the two wheels so that each wheel takes. 2,800/2 = 1,400 pounds. This is applied at the center-line: of.
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landing gear problems and solutions 

nation of both, can result in ground ... centerline of the aircraft as well as with each other. This is, of course, ... aboard, will be very light on the tail wheel. The use ...
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what's in a landing gear? 

Sep 24, 1971 - He spotted a "Kingfisher" which had capsized while trying to effect a rescue. Burns landed and picked up the two pilots and a crewman, then ...
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102000 Landing Gear Actuator SERVICE INSTRUCTION 

Eaton Aerospace has received notification of a recent malfunction of the no-back clutch assembly within the landing gear actuator. Although it is believed that the ...
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Designing landing gear for that 

The remaining 65 percent tire deflection is ... AN AIRCRAFT THAT CHEATS THE LAWS OF PHYSICS .... RV series), it offers a cheaper, lower drag solution. A.
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Designing landing gear for that - Size 

provides a good â€œcookbookâ€� example for those interested in designing a landing ... Electronics International Inc. www.Buy-EI.com. Phone: (541) 318-6060 Fax: ...
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The Case for Tandem Landing Gear 

made use of a relatively new arrangement â€” the tandem- wheel arrangement. Well .... total effort to design an airplane, maybe even more so to do a good job.
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round landing gear leg and wheel fairings 

devise a unique system, inasmuch as I again could find no ... inside to fit the brake dust cover ana to sit at the ... plates to accommodate an automobile- exhaust ...
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Landing Gear and Nose Wheel Steering Parts 

rounded, bent away from the torque link, or if it has stress cracks. ..... We have seen this happen when a film of MIL-5606 hydraulic fluid dries out on the exposed ...
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Fiberglass Landing Gear Brake Heat Shield 

Aluminum flashing typically comes. SHIELDCO.DWG. 88 MAY 1993 ..... ion Mod*i PA1-700 ? 1 -r Ktiy TSO'd Usi.: ... SI9SOO. ELT BATTERIES. NARCO RADIOS.
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The Case for Tandem Landing Gear - Size 

dynamic and structural concerns. From the aerodynamic ... directly into the fuselage structure without the large bending moments ... simple frame with point-to-point mounting automotive- type shock ... The tandem landing gear has several advantages i
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Landing Gear Design . . . Oshkosh 77 Forum - Size 

Duncan, an engineer, worked on guns and experimented with ways to absorb recoil. He applied this knowledge to aircraft as well. The first retractable gear was ...
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Shimmy in Aircraft Landing Gear - Mathematics in Industry 

Specifically, Airbus wish to identify key system elements that may cause .... Some of the forms used to model measured data on these relationships are .... can seek small periodic solutions by the method of harmonic balance, and it is known.
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Section 2. INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF LANDING GEAR 

Sep 27, 2001 - flare forming tool for the size of tubing and type of fitting. ... 45-degree automotive flare forming tools may result in .... The use of a mandrel will.
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elevators ailerons spoilers slats flaps landing gear & nws ... - pmgasser 

2. SEC. 3. SEC. 3. SPD BRK. GND SPOILERS. ROLL. ELAC. 2. ELAC. 1. FAC 2. FAC 1. SFCC 1. [DC ESS]. SFCC 1 .... TAXI SPEED max 20kts in turn if GW>76t.
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Blow It Up (The Landing Gear, That Is) 

their "pride and joy" perform better, look better and em- body the complication of some .... less inherent with hydraulic systems such as leakage of hydraulic fluid.
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Grass Landing 

United States. Although most grass fields are privately owned and do not need to meet FAA require- ments, they are likely better emergency options than an unfa ...
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Godfrey Landing 

ffa tt. L o n g v ie w. B ra d le y. 5. 6. Highway 160. N o rth. Cam p. UV52. UV172. UV160. UV133. UV169. UV169. UV52. Â£Â¤425. Godfrey Landing www.forestryrealestate.com. Phone: 1-888-695-8733. This map and all information it contains is provided â€
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Image Gear 

6 juin 2016 - Alberta are unable to obtain sufficient restorative rest at the away from home terminal ... TSB Richmond Hill, ON. (905) 771-7688. Clay Finch- ...
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12.5 Reinforced concrete .fr 

12.5 Reinforced concrete. 12.5.1 General. In the design of reinforced concrete to meet the requirements of the Code, BS 8110, it will usually be most appropriate ...
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14 Landing 

In order to stay on the 3 degree glideslope, you must descend at two thirds of the rate. This is why you had to add power. Figure 12.10: Approach Without Wind ...
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